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Disclaimer

All materials contained in this presentation, including any analysis,
comments, remarks, opinions and pointers are for information, debate
and discussions ONLY. No warranty of their accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or reliability is implied.
Any reliance on these materials in any way assumes total exemption of
any liability whatsoever of Andrew Leung International Consultants
and Investments Limited and Andrew K P Leung including all their
current and future Affiliates, Associates or Assigns.
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Era of US- China Great Power Rivalry
PEW - U.S. Views of China Increasingly Negative
Amid Coronavirus Outbreak 21, April, 2020 (66%
negative, 71% no confidence in Xi)

•
•
•

Bipartisan
All-of-Government
Compete, Compel and Challenge
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Some areas of potential impact
About 7.6% of HK’s total export; less than 5% of total imports:
FS Paul Chan, only 2% of exports go to US - 0.1% of total exports.

Direct US investment US$37.3 billion (2018) < 2% of total direct
investment (excluding those through proxy tax havens)
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Other potential shocks
(Sources: ING: Hong Kong: Impact of losing special status from
US, 31 May, 2020; Fortune International, 3 June, 2020)
•

•

•

•

•
•

US government can ban US companies from selling technology
products and services to Hong Kong-based companies.
70% of cybersecurity products or services in Hong
Kong originate in the US.
These range from mobile applications that are put on US mobile
companies' platforms for the use of US companies'
telecommunication products in business and the technology
applications for those products.
Restricting access to sensitive products would remove one of
Hong Kong’s distinct advantages as a business location relative
to mainland China and could jeopardize the city’s ambitions to
become an “innovation hub”.
U.S. would “sanction PRC and Hong Kong officials directly or
indirectly involved in eroding Hong Kong’s autonomy, but the
impact on businesses unlikely to be significant
No Western ally has followed US call for sanctions on HK.
More countries will try to find alternatives to US technology
from now on as a back-up plan, in case there is a sudden ban on
using US technology.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Many US companies choose Hong Kong as a destination
for their regional hub because of the low corporate and
individual tax rates and the HKD peg to the USD, that
benefits US companies by avoiding FX risks.
In 2019, Hong Kong had 278 regional headquarters of
US companies, equivalent to 18% of Hong Kong's total
regional headquarters (1,541 entities)
Some US companies that have businesses in Mainland
China have a funding pool in Hong Kong for better
allocation of funds in various parts of their global
business.
With the “first-sales rule”, exports to the US that
go through more than one location will be charged duties
based on the price of the initial sales. Abolition would
damage the port, shipping service and logistic
industries.
Mainland China's possible retaliation will complicate the
impact but may increase presence of Mainland
companies in HK.
As US-China conflicts intensify, there could be more
Mainland China companies headquartered in Hong
Kong than US firms.
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Separate WTO status, dollar peg, and leading competitiveness remain
•
•

•

•

•

World Trade Organization recognizes Hong Kong as a
separate entity from mainland China, not US approval.
HKMA has $440 billion in reserves available to maintain the
dollar peg, which will “remain the bedrock of HK’s financial
system.” This is backed to the hilt by Beijing.
Eliminating the city’s access to the dollar could jeopardize
$72 billion assets in the economy – but even mainland China
has free access to the U.S. dollar, so there’s no logic to
denying the same right to Hong Kong. More importantly,
doing so could damage U.S. interests, as businesses in Hong
Kong would likely switch operations to another major
currency, such as the euro or possibly the yuan, weakening
the status of the U.S. dollar in Asia.
Cutting access to SWIFT payment system will impose great
inconvenience but likely to spur alternatives such as China’s
Union Pay system and fast-tracking the globalization of
China’s state-back digital currency
Downgrading by international rating agencies, increasing
the cost of capital in Hong Kong. So far no rating agency
has further downgraded HK because of latest US threat to
cancel HK’s special status.

October, 2019
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Possibility of being hoist with own petard
• HK stock market is 4th largest in the world. US
institutional investors influential, especially in
derivatives.
• US banks have a lion’s share in lucrative IPO’s.
• HK investors deposit US$60 billion in US banks.
• HK creates 85,000 jobs for US citizens and 210,000
American jobs through investments in US.
• Hong Kong generates US’s largest trading surplus of
US$300 billion annually
• HK maintains zero tariff on US imports of US$4.7
billion
• HK visitors contribute to American economy
• Restricting access to the dollar will erode dollar
dominance (resort to HKD and China’s digital
currency)
• HK important platform for US to leverage China,
commercially and geopolitically
• Stricter sanctions push HK even closer to Beijing
• Pompeo dispatched to talk to Politburo Member Yang
Jiechi in Hawaii
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“Fingers of Instability” may trigger sudden dollar collapse

World economy = $87.3 trillion
US economy = $21.4 trillion
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National security law a critical surgery, possibly a blessing in disguise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Markets so far shrug off gloomy predictions
- HKD strengthening, let alone any capital flight
Giant global banks pledging support for nationality law
Protests losing steam
Ringleaders fleeing or expectant of prosecution
Activists emigrating or planning to do so
Foreign subversive networks readjusting exposure,
including sale of assets and departures of moles
More Mainland businesses and injection of mainland capital
Crackdown on subversive elements in education institutions
and RTHK
Set-up of “Special Branch” and court procedures to deal
with national security cases, drawing on US methodology
Subversive control of LegCo less likely
Colonial-era law and order to be restored
Beijing wants to use One Country Two Systems to advance
Greater Bay Area and Belt and Road
Overtime, restoration of law and order and political stability
may spur a new chapter of One Country Two Systems,
possibly renewable after 2047.
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Prominent international and independent China Strategist. Over 40 years’ experience in senior Hong Kong Government positions. China Futures
Fellow, Massachusetts Berkshire Publishing Group; Brain Trust Member, IMD Lausanne Evian Group; Gerson Lehrman Group Council Member;
Thomas Reuters Expert; Senior Analyst with Wikistrat. Elected Member, Royal Society for Asian Affairs. Advisory Board Member, e-Centre,
European Centre for e-Commerce and Internet Law. Think-tank Research Fellow, Beijing Normal University, Zhuhai Campus. Visiting Professor,
London Metropolitan University Business School. Honorary President, China Hong Kong Economic and Trading International Association.
Formerly Governing Council Member, King's College London; Advisory Board Member, China Policy Institute of Nottingham University; Visiting
Professor, Sun Yat-sen University Business School (2005-10). In the 1980s, oversaw Hong Kong’s industrial transmigration into Mainland China and
helped launched Quality Campaign and Technology Centre. Invited by US government to month-long visit to brief Fortune 50 CEOs personally,
including one-on-one with Steve Forbes of Forbes Magazine, on China post-1989. In 2002, invited by Prince Andrew for a private briefing leading
to HRH’s first visit to China as UK’s Ambassador for Trade and Investment. Advised on cross-cultural management in Lenovo's take-over of IBM
Computers. Invited as Editor-at-large for an international consultancy on China's energies. Regular contributor, commentator, and speaker on China
at conferences and on live television worldwide including National Geographic. Topics include trade, finance, economics, geopolitics, international
relations, science and technology, sustainable industrial development, and green cities. Graduate qualifications from University of London,
postgraduate qualifications from Cambridge University, PMD from the Harvard Business School, and solicitors' qualifying examination certificate
from the Law Society, London. Included in UK's Who's Who since 2002. Awarded Silver Bauhinia Star (SBS) in July 2005 Hong Kong Honors List.
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